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Contemporary classroom teaching requires the combination of students’ classroom behavior and their psychological activities and
appropriately changes the teaching mode according to students’ psychological characteristics. This paper analyzes the traditional
characteristic recognition algorithm, and after improving its deficiencies, an improved characteristic extraction algorithm is
proposed, based on the actual situation of classroom learning. This new algorithm can effectively improve the students’
psychological feature prediction; with the support of this algorithm, a comprehensive analysis model with classroom behavior
recognition and psychological feature recognition is constructed; also, the functional structure of the system is built up.
Through experimental research, the model proposed in this paper is analyzed, and the experimental data has approved that the
systemic model could play an important role in classroom teaching.

1. Introduction

Effective mental health education has become the top priority
of every school’s education work. In many research results,
there is a common point of view that everyone recognizes,
which is to take the mental activity course as an important
or primary way to implement mental health education.
Regardless of the form, effect, and degree of popularity
among students, the actual effect of the mental activity course
is obvious. The implementation of the course must be
achieved through standardized teaching. In order to make
the mental activity course really play its role in group tutor-
ing, it is very necessary to do an in-depth study on the teach-
ing design of the mental activity course. In reviewing
previous studies, we found that there are many studies on
the goals, functions, principles, historical development, and
approaches of the mental activity course. However, there
are obviously fewer studies on the age-specific mental activity
course of high school students, and there are very few
researches on how to design a mental activity course teaching
model suitable for student development according to the fea-
tures of high school students. Therefore, combining the
author’s own daily education practice and analyzing the

design of high school mental activity course from amicroper-
spective are the research purpose of this paper [1].

How the level of teaching design of mental activity
course will directly affect the tutoring effect of the class.
Moreover, effective and successful teaching design is an
important prerequisite and guarantee for successful teach-
ing. Therefore, to carry out related research on the teaching
design of mental activity course has very important theoret-
ical and practical significance for improving the teaching
effect and tutoring effect of mental activity course. How to
develop a mental activity course from a more detailed per-
spective, such as the analysis of activity concepts, the posi-
tioning of activity goals, and the design of activity links,
are all related content that a good instructional design
should involve. As far as psychological counseling teachers
are concerned, only with a well-designed teaching design
can they better manage the entire class from a big idea.
Therefore, for a successful mental activity course, the teacher
first calms down and makes meticulous instructional design
is an important first step. Effective classroom management is
an important guarantee for a good lesson. Only by control-
ling and managing the classroom can the effectiveness of a
lesson be guaranteed. This is true for classes in other
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subjects, especially for mental activity courses. Teachers in
mental activity classrooms must be aware of classroom man-
agement. In view of the excessiveness of each link, the feed-
back of students answering questions, the construction of
classroom group motivation, etc., all these require the
teachers of the mental activity classroom to do well [2]. In
classroom activities, different stages of teaching activities
constitute the entire classroom. A mental activity course
can be divided into a group warm-up phase, a group conver-
sion phase, a group work phase, and a group end phase.
Moreover, each stage has its tasks and requirements. At the
same time, only when the activities of several stages are thor-
oughly developed and excavated can a section of mental
activity course that is effective and touches students’ hearts
can be formed [3].

According to the actual needs of current teaching, based
on machine learning algorithms, this paper combines the
needs of teaching mental activity analysis to link mental
activities and students’ classroom behaviors to construct a
research model of the correlation between students’ class-
room behaviors and mental activities based on improved
machine learning and explores the correlation between stu-
dents’ classroom behaviors and mental activities.

2. Related Work

This paper uses improved machine learning as the basic
algorithm to analyze the correlation between students’ class-
room behaviors and mental activities. There are many
related researches on machine learning in factor correlation
analysis, and these literatures are analyzed below.

The literature [4] aggregated user characteristic informa-
tion from Flickr, Twitter, and Coca Cola to prove that its
crossdomain user modeling strategy has a great impact on
the recommendation quality in a cold start environment.
This is one of the earliest studies to integrate user data from
multiple fields to improve recommendation performance.
Due to the heterogeneity of user preferences in different
fields, literature [5] unified the social labels and semantic
concepts of users in different systems. The literature [6] con-
structed a user relationship network and then used a random
walk to identify the neighbor users of the target user in the
source field, which is used for collaborative filtering recom-
mendation in the target field. The literature [7] mapped
labels to emotional categories and then used traditional
content-based recommendation methods to make crossdo-
main recommendations. The literature [8] aggregated the
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Figure 1: Design of MLNB algorithm.
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K-nearest neighbors of the target user in each field by
weighting, which is used for collaborative filtering recom-
mendation in the target field.

The literature [9] proposed the “Code Book Transfer
(CBT)” method to achieve crossdomain collaborative filter-
ing. Moreover, by compressing the cluster-level user item
matrix scoring mode into a compact form, it obtained
knowledge from the evaluation matrix of the auxiliary
domain. In addition, it reconstructed the sparse matrix of
the target field by extending the codebook and applied it to

the real-world data set and proved that the recommendation
effect of the “codebook migration method” has obvious
advantages. The literature [10] proposed a three-factor fac-
torization model based on joint nonnegative matrix. The
model uses an effective alternate minimization algorithm
to enhance the crossdomain recommendation effect, and it
can not only learn the scoring mode shared between
domains but also flexibly control the sharing level. The
experimental results obtained on real-world data sets show
that the proposed model outperforms many existing
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methods in crossrecommendation tasks. The literature [11]
proposed a crossdomain model that uses Factorization
Machine (FM) to obtain additional knowledge from auxil-
iary domains. The model has the ability to encode domain-
specific knowledge with real-valued feature vectors and can
make better use of the interactive mode in the auxiliary
domain, and its result is more advantageous than the exist-
ing crossdomain recommendation methods. Aiming at the
crossdomain recommendation problem between users and
item overlapping systems, literature [12] proposed a matrix
factorization method to learn the potential feature vectors
of users and items. This method assumes that there is poten-
tial consistency between systems; for example, the potential
vectors in different systems all obey the same Gaussian dis-
tribution. The experimental results obtained on the rating
data sets of movies, books, and electronic products show that
the results obtained by this method are better than those
obtained by the previous algorithms.

The literature [13] proposed a universal Crossdomain
Triadic Factorization (CDTF) model based on the “user-
product-domain” triad, which can better capture the rela-
tionship between user factors and project factors in a specific
field. Moreover, it has designed two algorithms to take
advantage of users’ explicit and implicit feedback and at
the same time introduces genetic algorithms to optimize

the influence relationship between domains. The experimen-
tal results obtained on two real data sets verify the perfor-
mance of the proposed CDTF model. The literature [14]
proposed a universal crossdomain recommendation frame-
work that combines social network information with cross-
domain data. This framework uses the combination of
tensor factorization and social relationship regularization
to form a clustering hierarchical tensor of multiple domains.
The results of experiments conducted on real-world data sets
show that the proposed framework is better than previous
methods. The literature [15] proposed a general framework
for content-based crossdomain recommendation, which is
an effective feature enhancement method. It uses the user’s
metadata features to achieve domain adaptation and con-
ducts experiments on the LinkedIn data set to give users
work suggestions. In 2016, literature [16] proposed an
adaptive model based on transfer learning to predict user
behavior in different fields. Moreover, experiments were
conducted on tweets in four different fields of IMDB, You-
Tube, Goodreads, and Pandora to find actively partici-
pated tweets. The results show that transfer learning can
improve performance.

In real-world data sets, the basic challenge of multilabel
classification is the effective use of label correlation. Labels
often appear in pairs, and from the perspective of learning
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and prediction, their correlation provides useful information
other than basic information for the sample. Therefore, con-
sidering the correlation of labels is beneficial to the accuracy
of the algorithm and improves the hit rate of prediction. Lit-
erature [17] proposed that label correlation can improve the
accuracy of multilabel classifiers. The more relevant the
labels considered, the higher the complexity of the model.
If only part of the label correlation is considered, the true
dependency relationship cannot be captured. If all the corre-
lations are considered, the complex relationship of the labels
is more difficult to deal with.

3. Comprehensive Label Correlation Features
and Sample Features of Student Mental
Activities and Classroom Behavior

The two conversion strategies for multiple labels are as fol-
lows: (1) LP method: it changes the multilabel problem into
the multiclass problem, regards the different label sets as the
new category, converts the data into the multiclass set, and
uses the multiclass classification to solve the problem; (2)
BR method: it transforms multiple labels into binary classifi-
cation problem solving for each single label. For each label,
the instance associated with the label is placed in one class
and the rest in another class. Since the binary classification
algorithm can be processed in parallel when the high-order
label correlation is added, which is beneficial to improve
the computational efficiency, the strategy of adding correla-
tion to the binary classification prediction results is adopted.

BR method can select different algorithms, such as decision
tree, random forest, SVM, and neural network.

If the intersection of similar samples is relatively small,
then the similarity is not reliable. In order to improve the
reliability of the prediction results, it is necessary to reduce
the impact of the unreliable results. Therefore, this paper
adds weight to the neighbor prediction results.

The MLNB-BR multilabel classification algorithm is pro-
posed in this paper, and the high-order label correlation is
added to the feature-based binary classification method.
The overall design of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
The BR method is used to classify the feature data set. First,
the method predicts the probability pf of the existence of
label lk based on the feature vector and reasonably adds
the label correlation information to the result of feature vec-
tor prediction to improve the classification accuracy. Due to
the different reliability of neighbor prediction results, the
classification results based on neighbor correlation features
are dynamically adjusted, and the neighbor label depen-
dency features are added to the features to modify the classi-
fication results [18].

When the classification based on neighbor features is
unreliable, the uncertainty of the neighbor prediction result
is calculated, and the uncertainty probability of the neighbor
prediction is used to correct the classification result of the
neighbor instance. For different labels and different samples,
the weights based on the original features and the weights
based on the neighbor features are dynamically adjusted. If
the reliability of classification based on neighbor features is
high, choosing a larger value for the prediction result weight
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ω1 of neighbor features can help preserve good neighbor
label relationships pr [1]. At the same time, the result pf is
adjusted based on the original feature. If the reliability of
classification based on neighbor features is low, the predic-
tion result weight ω2 of the feature vector can increase the
influence of the original feature and help correct the error
of the neighbor feature. Therefore, the correlation of neigh-
bor labels can be integrated with the classification results
based on features to improve classification performance.

p = ω1 ⋅ pr + ω2 ⋅ pf ,
ω1 + ω2 = 1:

ð1Þ

The greater the probability that the neighbor predicts the
occurrence or nonoccurrence of the label lk, the less the
uncertainty of the result of the neighbor classification, the
greater the probability that the label is correctly predicted,
and the more reliable the result based on the neighbor clas-
sification. On the contrary, the smaller the probability of
occurrence or nonoccurrence of the neighbor prediction
label lk, the greater the uncertainty of the result of the neighbor
classification, the lower the probability that the label is cor-
rectly predicted, and the lower the reliability of the classifica-
tion result based on the neighbor. For each sample, the
neighbor information can be counted according to the princi-
ple of maximum posterior probability, and the probability of
occurrence of label lk can be obtained. For each sample x
and each label lk, the reliability of neighbor information is cal-
culated according to the probability of the occurrence and
nonoccurrence of the neighbor’s predicted label lk. The uncer-
tainty of event occurrence can be measured by information
entropy. The calculation formula of information entropy is

H xð Þ = −〠
x∈X

p xð Þ log p xð Þ: ð2Þ

The tests on a large number of data sets show the validity
of themaximum posterior probability. The formulas for calcu-
lating the probability of occurrence and nonoccurrence of tags
are, respectively [19]

p1 xð Þ = p Hl
1

� �
p El

c!t lð Þ H
l
1

���
� �

,

p0 xð Þ = p Hl
0

� �
p El

c!t lð Þ H
l
0

���
� �

:

ð3Þ

MLKNN algorithm that combines the traditional KNN
method and Bayesian method to deal with multilabel classifi-
cation problem is proposed. The MLKNN method mainly
extracts label information from neighbors to predict sample
labels and counts the accuracy of neighbor prediction to eval-
uate the probability of label occurrence and nonoccurrence.
The main idea of this method is to get the label information
of unknown instance K-nearest neighbor samples by using
the KNNmethod and to get the label information of unknown
instanceK-nearest neighbor samples by counting the label dis-
tribution information according to the neighbor label set.
After that, it counts the label distribution information based

on the neighboring label sets and uses the probability of occur-
rence and nonoccurrence of each label lk in the neighboring
samples as the basis for classification. This paper considers
that the MLKNN algorithm can only reflect the distribution
features of neighbor samples, and it can be regarded as an
attribute of neighbor samples. In this paper, the maximum a
posteriori probability is used to count the probability of occur-
rence and nonoccurrence of neighbor prediction label, and the
uncertainty of neighbor information is obtained through
information entropy.

The modeling process of MLKNN is as follows: we give
an instance X and its corresponding label set Yx ∈ Y , Y is
the set of all labels, and the total number of labels is defined
as n. If there is a label lk in Yx, then YxðlÞ = 1, otherwise,
YxðlÞ = 0. NðxÞ is the set of K-nearest neighbors of instance
X. For instance X, there are c!xðlÞ nearest neighbors of K
with label lk. The calculation formula is

c!x lð Þ = 〠
a∈N xð Þ

y!a lð Þ, l ∈ Y : ð4Þ
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For the test instance t, the K-nearest neighbor set NðtÞ is
first obtained. For the label lk, if there is a label lk in the
instance t, it is recorded as Hl

1, and if there is no label lk in
the instance t, it is recorded as Hl

0. We defineEl
jasjsamples

that contain labellinKneighbors. Based on the vector c!x,
the formula for obtaining whether the instance t has a label
lk through the maximum posterior probability criterion and
the Bayes criterion is

y!t lð Þ = arg maxb∈ 0,1f gp Hl
b E

l
c!t lð Þ

���
� �

, l ∈ Y : ð5Þ

After using the Bayesian formula to transform, we get

y!t lð Þ = arg max
p Hl

b

� �
p El

c!t lð Þ
Hl

b

��� �

p El
c!t lð Þ

� �

= arg maxb∈ 0,1f gp Hl
b

� �
p El

c!t lð Þ
Hl

b

���
� �

:

ð6Þ

Among them, pðHl
bÞ represents the prior probability of

whether the instance t has a label lk. When b = 1, pðHl
1Þ is

equal to the number of samples with label lk divided by the
total number of samples.

p Hl
1

� �
=
∑m

i=1 y
!

xi
lð Þ

m
: ð7Þ

When b = 0, pðHl
0Þ is equal to the number of samples

without label lk divided by the total number of samples.

p Hl
0

� �
= 1 − p Hl

1

� �
: ð8Þ

The posterior probability is calculated as follows:

p El
c!t lð Þ

Hl
1

���
� �

= c j½ �
∑k

p=0c p½ �
: ð9Þ

First, for each label l, we count the number c½j�ðj = 1, 2,
3,⋯Þ of j neighbors with label lk on the entire data set and

Table 1: Statistical table of students’ classroom behavior feature recognition and mental activity feature recognition.

No.
Behavioral feature

recognition
Mental feature
recognition

No.
Behavioral feature

recognition
Mental feature
recognition

No.
Behavioral feature

recognition
Mental feature
recognition

1 76.8 80.5 29 86.3 75.9 57 87.5 73.6

2 75.7 74.9 30 81.5 70.9 58 82.8 81.5

3 73.4 81.8 31 76.7 74.2 59 77.4 78.1

4 79.6 70.8 32 71.6 81.6 60 78.2 80.8

5 77.9 78.4 33 85.6 75.4 61 73.4 74.0

6 74.5 80.3 34 81.8 73.5 62 76.8 72.5

7 85.8 78.5 35 84.6 73.9 63 87.1 71.9

8 85.3 78.9 36 83.2 79.0 64 77.9 77.4

9 72.1 70.1 37 80.6 79.1 65 74.2 79.6

10 80.1 70.3 38 77.3 71.9 66 84.3 72.7

11 71.8 78.9 39 86.2 70.5 67 76.1 73.7

12 83.7 74.8 40 85.8 80.7 68 75.3 75.6

13 87.7 80.4 41 77.3 71.6 69 87.1 72.4

14 71.0 74.5 42 72.9 70.1 70 78.3 75.8

15 79.9 76.5 43 88.6 73.0 71 88.6 79.6

16 77.1 78.5 44 84.3 78.1 72 80.7 78.8

17 84.6 80.7 45 75.8 74.8 73 87.1 78.0

18 83.3 78.3 46 84.8 78.2 74 74.2 75.7

19 81.1 79.1 47 87.9 69.3 75 77.4 76.6

20 72.8 76.3 48 74.1 78.3 76 82.6 70.4

21 84.1 70.4 49 81.4 70.8 77 73.0 78.3

22 74.5 71.4 50 74.1 72.1 78 80.2 75.5

23 73.8 80.2 51 86.3 70.6 79 86.9 71.7

24 71.0 81.9 52 72.3 72.7 80 80.4 79.4

25 83.3 75.6 53 84.1 75.6 81 71.4 76.3

26 82.3 71.7 54 78.2 77.4 82 73.1 81.6

27 81.2 75.9 55 76.4 70.5 83 85.8 80.3

28 78.8 75.0 56 73.3 70.3 84 77.5 75.7
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the sample also with label lk. If there are j neighbors in k
neighbors with label lk, then c½j� = c½j� + 1. Then, we count
the proportion of j neighbors with label lk and their own
have label lk in the overall sample.

Since it is necessary to synthesize neighbor correlation
features and sample features and convert the output result
of the classifier into a probability, different confidence
scores can be synthesized according to the weight. This
paper uses Platt’s sigmoid-fitting method to map the real-
valued output to the ½0, 1� probability space. The method
of sigmoid-fitting real-valued output into probability is as
follows Figure 2:

The function that maps real values to the range of
½0, 1� is

p = 1
1 + e Af+Bð Þ : ð10Þ

Parameters A and B are the parameters to be fitted,
used to adjust the size of the output value, and f is the
SVM output value. On the training set, the maximum
likelihood estimation is used to fit the parameters A
and B in the formula, and the probability value on the
training set is defined as

ti =
yi + 1
2 : ð11Þ

After smoothing, N+ represents the number of posi-
tive samples, and N− represents the number of negative
samples:

ti =

N+ + 1
N− + 2 ifyi = +1,

1
N− + 2 ifyi = −1:

8>>><
>>>:

ð12Þ

By minimizing the negative log likelihood function,
A and B are solved to obtain the mapping function:

min −〠
i

ti log pið Þ + 1 − tið Þ log 1 − pið Þ: ð13Þ

The prediction results of SVM based on feature vec-
tor and SVM based on label correlation are

pr = ωT
l ⋅ x + bl,

pf =w ∗ x + b∗:
ð14Þ

According to the probability output function corre-
sponding to the SVM, the standard SVM output value
pf is converted into pf , and pr is converted into pr .
The weight of neighbor feature classification is calculated
as

ω1 = − p1 xð Þ log p1 xð Þ ∓ xð Þ log p0 xð Þð Þ,
ω2 = 1 − ω1:

ð15Þ
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Among them,

p1 xð Þ = p Hl
1

� �
p El

c!t lð Þ H
l
1

���
� �

,

p0 xð Þ = p Hl
0

� �
p El

c!t lð Þ H
l
0

���
� �

:

ð16Þ

In the original feature classification result, the neigh-
bor label correlation is added to obtain the final com-
prehensive score:

px = ω1 ⋅ pf + ω2 ⋅ pr: ð17Þ

According to the comprehensive score, it is judged
whether there is a label lk.

yl =
+1 ifpx ≥

1
2 ,

−1 ifpx <
1
2 :

8>><
>>:

ð18Þ

4. Analysis Model of the Correlation between
Students’ Classroom Behaviors and Mental
Activities Based on Improved
Machine Learning

Attention, as an important measure of student classroom
effectiveness, is what the classroom behavior analysis
designed for this paper expects to capture, quantify, and apply
to group studies. Using the research method of this paper to
monitor and quantify the students’ attention level in class
not only solves the cost of manpower and material cost of tra-
ditional attention measurement methods but also helps to
record and quantify the attention data in the classroom in real
time. Embodied cognition theory points out the interaction
between body posture and cognitive state; that is, physiological
indicators of body behavior can represent different cognitive
levels. At present, many studies at home and abroad are
exploring the use of different behavioral indicators as interme-
diate variables to characterize the level of attention. Based on
the previous research background and related theories, this
study uses two indicators of sitting posture type and sitting
posture change frequency to represent attention performance.
The evaluation model is shown in Figure 3.

The mapping calculation algorithm of the attention level
of this research is detailed in flow Figure 4.

Based on the previous design of classroom behavior
analysis, the specific implementation process of the system
is described in detail. The implementation part of the tech-
nology includes the general description of the development
environment and tools, the overall architecture of the sys-
tem, the specific implementation scheme of each module of
the system, and the corresponding user use process for the
system application in the next chapter. The overall frame-
work of the system is shown in Figure 5.

The work flow chart of the master single-chip micro-
computer is shown in Figure 6.

According to the work flow chart 6 of stm32l433cbt6,
when the individual action collection module starts to
work, the system is initialized first, and then, the analog
signal is amplified by OPAMP operational amplifier in
the MCU. At the same time, by cooperating with the
DAC peripheral multichannel sampling, the dynamic
adjustment of the level is realized. Then, it uses ADC to
collect data and transfers the data from RX data register
to memory through USART DMA transceiver driver. In
the data acquisition process of ADC, the data of 64 pres-
sure points is taken as a cycle. When the data amount
reaches, it is packaged according to the MQTT gateway
protocol and sent to the local field processing module
through the serial port, and the next ADC data acquisition
is carried out, and the operation is reciprocating.

Users can also view the historical data of all recorded
courses through the terminal software platform, including
the overall data of the classroom and the corresponding
individual data, and get the visual legend by adding compar-
ison, so as to conduct in-depth comparative analysis of the
classroom situation. The process is shown in Figure 7.

Table 2: Statistical table of correlation between students’ classroom
behaviors and mental activities.

No. Correlation No. Correlation No. Correlation

1 72.1 29 71.4 57 66.4

2 69.1 30 70.6 58 66.7

3 67.0 31 71.7 59 70.1

4 72.6 32 68.0 60 72.3

5 74.4 33 69.6 61 73.9

6 72.1 34 65.5 62 63.5

7 71.0 35 71.1 63 72.4

8 67.1 36 65.7 64 69.4

9 74.3 37 67.9 65 68.0

10 63.4 38 64.6 66 67.0

11 69.7 39 71.5 67 74.0

12 66.1 40 70.7 68 66.7

13 67.3 41 70.7 69 74.8

14 69.2 42 71.0 70 63.4

15 72.6 43 68.1 71 73.7

16 71.2 44 70.5 72 65.2

17 67.4 45 68.5 73 69.6

18 67.8 46 71.8 74 72.2

19 70.6 47 72.7 75 70.0

20 72.2 48 72.1 76 67.8

21 71.6 49 72.8 77 66.3

22 72.0 50 67.9 78 74.5

23 72.7 51 63.4 79 70.0

24 68.8 52 74.6 80 63.1

25 68.1 53 68.9 81 71.2

26 71.7 54 65.7 82 65.8

27 74.2 55 69.9 83 71.8

28 74.5 56 71.1 84 70.2
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The real-time behavior data of learners are processed by
using academic emotion theory, and the real-time learner
model is constructed. Academic emotional state is mainly
divided into positive and negative states. The positive state
includes positive high arousal and positive low arousal, and
the negative state includes negative high arousal and nega-
tive low arousal, as shown in Figure 8.

5. Correlation Analysis between Students’
Classroom Behaviors and Mental Activities
Based on Improved Machine Learning

After constructing the correlation analysis system between
students’ classroom behaviors and mental activities based
on improved machine learning, this paper verifies the per-
formance of the system and analyzes whether there is corre-
lation between students’ mental activities and their
behaviors. In this paper, students’ behavior features are iden-
tified and recorded, and then, students’ mental activities are
recorded through the system constructed in this paper.
Firstly, the data collection performance of the system is eval-
uated, and the results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 9.

Through the above analysis, we can see that the correla-
tion analysis system of students’ classroom behaviors and
mental activities based on improved machine learning con-
structed in this paper has high accuracy in data collection
of students’ classroom behavior features and students’ men-
tal activity features. On this basis, this paper studies the cor-
relation between students’ classroom behaviors and mental
activities, and the results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 10.

From the above analysis results, we can see that there is a
significant correlation between students’ classroom behav-
iors and their 2-dimensional activities. Therefore, teachers
can judge students’ mental activities according to students’
classroom behaviors, which is convenient for timely adjust-
ment of teaching strategies and maximum improvement of
classroom teaching effect.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we improve the traditional feature recognition
algorithm and show how to extract the label correlation fea-
tures of neighboring instances and view the neighboring
instance label distribution information as neighboring fea-
tures and then use the neighboring features to calculate the
label correlation. Moreover, this paper proposes a method
that integrates label relevance features and sample features.
The method obtains the reliability of the neighbor informa-
tion by the magnitude of the probability of occurrence or
nonoccurrence of the neighbor prediction labels and cor-
rects the results of the neighbor features.

This study designs and implements analysis system of
the correlation between students’ classroom behaviors and
mental activity based on improved machine learning, which
consists of multiple smart hardware devices, a LAN off
device, and a terminal visualization and analysis software.
Moreover, the system can collect real-time data on class-
room behavioral changes of multiple individuals in class-
room teaching, transform them into group attention levels
through calculation, and visualize them through terminal
software. In addition, the system can be used as a real-time
supplemental monitoring tool for instructors on classroom
conditions, as well as a long-term digital record of classroom
instruction and behavior analysis for educators and schools.
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Figure 10: Statistical diagram of correlation between students’ classroom behaviors and mental activities.
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